
Dental Procedures Using a Laser 

 If you watch the news or get on the internet, you 
probably know that all the medical fields have had 
some major breakthroughs in technology over the 
past few years. One technology that is being used a 
lot these days is the laser. There are some exciting 
new techniques that we dentists can implement 
today to make your visit a lot easier. I'm Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], and I'd like to tell you 
about some of the wonderful, new approaches to 
dental health and some of the benefits our patients 
receive from getting laser treatments at my [city] 
office. Don't Worry - These Aren't Star Wars 
Lasers. The first thing many people think of when 
they hear laser treatment is some far-out, science 
fiction weapon. That's not what the laser dentists 
use when they perform some of the newer 

procedures.When we dentists jump on board with new technology, it's always go to be based on 
a real benefit to our patients. For years there have been some dental procedures that have caused 
people to be a little anxious or hesitant about visits to the dentist. Laser treatments make many of 
these procedures much easier on the patient, and the dentist. To get detailed information for the 
laser dental procedures I perform at my office, located at [address] in [city], [state], give me a 
call at [phone]. There are a lot of these procedures that I could talk about, but I will tell you just a 
few of the benefits of using laser dental procedures. 

 Some procedures lessen the need for  sutures. 

 Infection risks are minimized. 

 Wounds heal faster. 
 

Looking for a Sleep Dentist? 

 For some people anxiety goes hand-in-hand with a visit to the dentist. 
For some reason a visit to the dentist can rank up with one of the most 
stressful things that people go through. By now everyone knows just 
how important it is to take care of your teeth and to visit your dentist at 
least twice a year. For people who just can't stand the thought of a trip 
to a dentist, there is a new term you might want to hear – a sleep 
dentist, otherwise known as a sedation dentist. This is a dentist who has 
received special training. This type of dentistry can be especially 



helpful to people that just can't bring themselves to sit for a regular dental appointment. My 
name is Dr. [first_name] [last_name], I have a dental practice in [city], [state]. Having been in 
this business for a while, I know how much some people fear going to the dentist. A visit to a 
sleep dentist can make that fear a thing of the past. If you plan on going to visit a sleep dentist, 
you will probably be given a medication to take before the visit. This medication will make you 
drowsy, so you have to have transportation to and from your visit. While most patients never fall 
completely asleep during these visits, the medication's effects allow them to stay calm and free 
of fear during the trip to the dentist. Visiting a sleep dentist like me, Dr. [last_name], can be great 
for people who just get too anxious for a conventional visit. Too many people neglect their 
dental health because of fears that they have. Don't let that happen to you. 

 

What to Expect When Going to a Sedation Dentist 

 As a dentist you learn to deal with the fact that many people 
get anxious about coming to see you. It's completely 
understandable. Most healthcare professionals quickly come 
to terms with this fact after being in the industry for a while. 
I'm Dr. [first_name] [last_name], and I know that just 
getting to the dentist is a huge hurdle for many people. Most 
patients find that once they are in my [city] office, 
everything is going to be okay. You might have heard of a 
sedation dentist or sleep dentist. A sedation dentist has 
received some very special training to help people who get 
very anxious about seeing a dentist. When patients go to a 
sedation dentist, they will receive medication to take, prior 
to their actual examination. This medication will make the 
person very drowsy and will alleviate all of the stress and 

fear that they normally feel. This allows the sleep dentist to provide the kind of dental care that 
the patient needs. It really is a great solution for people who can't tolerate visiting the dentist for 
a conventional visit. Patients who go to see a sedation dentist should always have transportation 
to and from the visit because the drugs are taken before the visit and the effects can last for some 
time after the visit. This is a great breakthrough for people who may not have seen a dentist for 
many years to get the treatment they deserve.  

 

 

 



Is There Such a Thing as a Painless Dentist? 

 When you're a dentist, you know that many of 
the people who come to see you are a little high-
strung about the possibility of pain. It comes with 
the job, and to be honest most times there is very 
little pain involved with coming to see the 
dentist. Here are two words that people don't 
normally associate with one another  'painless’ 

and ‘dentist'. Could there really be such a thing as a  painless dentist?My name is Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], and I am a well-known dentist in [state]. I know how much people can 
worry about pain when the time rolls around for a checkup. Many patients I've seen at my [city] 
office, located at [address] have expressed the desire to come to the dentist without any 
possibility of pain. There is a lot of good news for people who fear the pain they associate with 
going to the dentist. Modern techniques and breakthroughs have allowed dental procedures to be 
less painful, and in some cases even pain-free. This is news that people who hesitate to see a 
dentist need to hear. So many people cause themselves pain and problems down the road by 
avoiding dental care all together. These people need to know about the realities of seeing a 
painless dentist. One of the most exciting techniques dentists use to alleviate pain with some 
procedures is called hypnodontics. This is a combination of Nitrous Oxide used in conjunction 
with relaxation techniques that allow a trip to the dentist to be a painless dentist visit. If you've 
put off going to the dentist, these new techniques in pain management can be just the thing 
you've been waiting for. 

Great News About Dental Implants 

                                                           If you've ever lost a tooth due to injury or decay you know 
that it is not a fun experience. In my business I see tooth 
loss on a regular basis. I'm Dr. [first_name] [last_name] 
from [state] and I hate to see the stress and pain it causes 
people when they suffer tooth loss. Besides just being a 
painful process, it can also be embarrassing; no one wants to 
go around with a missing tooth, especially if it is noticeable 
by others. In the past, the only real alternative to tooth loss 
was denture work. Now there are dental implants that are a 
major step up from dentures or other traditional ways to 
deal with tooth loss. There are a few things that can cause 
tooth loss, and none of them are anything that people want 
to experience. Unfortunately, it does happen and dental 
implants make it much easier for patients to get back to 
having a normal life after losing a tooth. Dental implants 



look and feel more natural than having dentures! You also get to avoid the unpleasantness of 
soaking your teeth by the sink. This benefit alone has convinced many patients who visit me at 
my [city] office to go with dental implants over dentures. A dental implant also functions like a 
real tooth, where dentures have traditionally fallen well short. To put it simply, dental implants 
are as close as you can get to having never lost a tooth in the first place. If you've lost a tooth, for 
any reason, I know how much trouble it is. I see it every day in my [city] office located at 
[address], [zipcode], but I also know that dental implants can drastically change the way you 
look and feel after having lost a tooth. 

 

Discussing the Costs of Dental Implants 

                                                                               Have you heard about some of the great new 
breakthroughs in dental services available? 
This should be of particular interest to folks 
who have suffered from tooth loss. There are 
new dental implants that have made a huge 
splash in the world of dental services. These 
implants allow someone who has lost a tooth to 
get a permanent implant to replace a lost tooth. 
These implants are more functionally true to a 
real tooth than dentures as well as much more 
attractive, and patients love how they look. I'm 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name], and I see patients 
who are dealing with tooth loss on a regular 
basis at my office, located at [address], [city], 
[state]. Some of the questions that patients ask 

me quite often are in reference to the costs of dental implants. Like any other type of dental or 
medical services, people want to know what they can expect to pay for dental implants. There are 
actually a wide range of prices depending upon the type and scope of the implant procedure. 
Getting a dental implant is quite a bit more involved than getting a cavity filled. It is, in fact, 
considered a dental surgery, so there are some additional concerns for anyone who is considering 
getting a dental implant, besides costs. If you've lost a tooth, dental implant costs may be one of 
the questions that you have thought about too. If you are considering this and aren't sure what 
your next steps should be, please give me a call at [phone] to set up an appointment to see me. 
We can discuss your needs when you visit my [city] office, and I can give you some more in-
depth information about any dental questions that you might have. I'm looking forward to 
hearing from you. And don't forget that dental insurance may cover quite a bit of the costs for 
dental implants – that's good news for many folks. 



The Truth About Teeth Whitening  

 If you watch television at all or have seen any 
commercials online, you've probably had your fill of 
hearing about teeth whitening products. Some days 
it seems like every other commercial is about the 
latest wonder-product to whiten your teeth and give 
you a better smile. My name is Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name], and I'm a dentist in the [city] area. You 
could say that teeth whitening is a big part of my 
business, so it always interests me when I hear about 
the latest and greatest whitening discovery out there. 
I want to see all my patients who visit me at my 
[city] office to get the smile that they want, but I 

also want them to avoid products that may not work, or worse yet, that may actually harm their 
teeth. Probably the most popular of the teeth whitening products are the whitening strips. These 
products can make teeth a little whiter, but the effect soon wears off after you quit using them. 
These things aren't cheap either, so when patients come to see me at my office, located at 
[address], [zipcode], I usually tell them about some of the other teeth whitening alternatives that 
we can use to achieve a longer lasting brightness for their teeth. It's amazing the sheer amount 
and variety of things that people will apply to their teeth to get them whiter. Many of these 
systems are not approved by dentists and can potentially add up to big problems. Remember that 
no gimmick should ever fill in for regular visits to your dentist. 

 

Teeth Cleaning- Your Best Defense Against Tooth Decay 

                                                                                       For most people, remembering to brush 
their teeth is not a problem. The one thing 
that I notice quite often is that not many 
people follow through with flossing 
though. I'm Dr. [first_name] [last_name]. I 
see a lot of patients in my [city] office. 
These people suffer from tooth problems 
because they don't floss often enough. 
Another major cause of tooth decay is the 
fact that people don't come in for regular 
teeth cleaning. This is such an easy 
procedure that people should do on a 
regular basis. It defends against so many 



potential problems with your teeth, that there's just no good reason to avoid it. Getting your teeth 
professionally cleaned is one of the easiest things you can do, and it helps to keep your teeth 
healthy and white. So many people resort to other methods to whiten their teeth, however if they 
would just come in for regular teeth cleaning by a dentist, they would have no problems at all. 
Good teeth cleaning sessions with your dentist are one of the most important things you can do 
for the health of your teeth and the whiteness of your smile. Save yourself some trouble by 
always seeing your dentist on a regular schedule. If you don't have a dentist, or are looking for a 
family dentist, you can contact me Dr.  [last_name] at my [city] office! You could also call at 
[phone] to set up a consultation or appointment. You'll feel so much better when your teeth are 
truly clean, like only a dentist can do. 

 

Dental Cleaning Protects Your Health 

 Did you know that recent medical studies have linked 
heart attacks to gum disease? This is a very important 
fact that more people need to be aware of. I see people 
with gum disease or the onset of gum disease all the 
time at my [city] office. I'm Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name], and it is always a serious thing when I 
have patients showing the signs of gum disease. I 
know that not many people are aware that problems 
with their teeth and gums can lead to some very 
serious and life threatening health problems down the 
road. It is probably one of the biggest reasons why it's 

just so important to get a regular dental cleaning. When you go to the dentist for a dental 
cleaning, you are doing more than just getting cleaner teeth. You are also taking an important 
step in protecting your overall health. As a top dentist in [city], I want to see all of my patients 
live happy, productive lives. Dental health is such an important part of your overall health that it 
is vital to see a dentist for a dental cleaning on a regular basis. Did you know that besides 
detecting gum disease that could lead to a heart attack, dentists also may be the first medical 
professional to discover the early signs of oral cancer? Like any cancer, if this is discovered in 
time, it can be dealt with. These are just a few reasons, besides having a whiter smile, that make 
getting a dental cleaning so very important. 

 

 

 



Seeing a Dentist for a Tooth Cleaning on a Regular 
Basis – Too Important to Ignore 

 If you are like a lot of people, you may only go to the 
dentist when you have a tooth ache or other dental problem. 
This is not uncommon, but it is something that you should 
think about changing. If you don't see your dentist for a 
regular tooth cleaning and checkups, you are missing out on 
some fantastic benefits that can improve your overall 
health. There are more links being discovered by doctors 
every day about the   relation between having a healthy 
mouth and teeth and avoiding some   serious medical 
issues. Simply put, a healthy mouth is an essential part  of 
being a healthy person. Seeing a dentist for a regularly 
scheduled  tooth cleaning and examination is the foundation 

for healthy teeth. I'm Dr. [first_name] [last_name], and I am a leading dentist serving the [city] 
area. My job is all about keeping people's teeth healthy and keeping them free of the 
complications that come with tooth decay and gum disease. Many people wait until after a 
problem has started to go and visit the dentist. If you've had this happen to you in the past, you 
should really take some steps to set up a regular tooth cleaning schedule. If you don't have a 
dentist, you can contact my [city] office at [phone]. Take this seriously and call my office at 
[phone] to set up an appointment for a tooth cleaning and examination. Don't forget that seeing a 
dentist is crucial if you want to stay healthy. Don't neglect this easy step that can save you so 
many problems down the road. Wouldn't you much rather catch a problem before it starts? 

 

Save Yourself Some Big Trouble by Getting Regular Teeth Cleaning 

                                                                               What if someone told you that there was 
something you could do that could potentially 
save you from having some very serious health 
problems  down the road? Would it help if you 
heard that this mystery step was something 
easy and inexpensive that only had to be done a 
few times a  year? Hi, I'm Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name]. I'm a top dentist in [city] and my 
office is located at [address], [zipcode]. I have 
some great news for you if you're concerned 
about health problems and the ability to detect 
and possibly avoid them down the road. Here's 



the scoop: getting a regularly scheduled teeth cleaning and check up by a dentist can lead to early 
detection of health problems, including heart attack, stroke and oral cancer. If you come to see 
me Dr. [last_name] at my [city] office for a regular teeth cleaning, you are doing more than 
keeping your smile looking great. These appointments are important in detecting some early 
indicators that can lead to some of the health problems that I mentioned earlier. Gum disease has 
been proven to be linked to heart attacks and strokes. That alone is a great reason to get to the 
dentist for regularly scheduled teeth cleaning appointments. You want to stay healthy and live a 
long life. This one, simple thing can go a long way in helping you do just that. In the process you 
will be keeping your teeth healthy, strong and white. 

 

Seeing Your Dentist is About More Than Cleaning Teeth 

                                                                        A lot has changed in health-care over the past few 
years. There has been a lot of talk in the media 
about some of the major breakthroughs in surgical 
techniques and preventative care. What you might 
not know is that these advances in general health-
care  are seen in dental care too. Dentists like me, 
Dr. [first_name]  [last_name], are on the front lines 
of seeing some very major  improvements to 
people's health by simply cleaning their teeth and  
examining their mouths. The foundation of a dental 
appointment is all about checking things out inside 
of your mouth and cleaning teeth. So many people 

immediately think about the drill when they think about dentists. If you come to my [city] office 
regularly for teeth cleaning and checkups, you can usually avoid any drilling and you can avoid 
some major health problems as well. If you ask your doctor if it's important to see a dentist for a 
quick, professional session of cleaning teeth and check-up, he or she will tell you that it is 
essential for your health. By getting in to see a dentist on a regular schedule, you are getting 
some of the best preventative health care available. Many people come in to see me at my office, 
located at [address], [zipcode], [city], [state], and have the early signs of gum disease. Not only 
can I help them with this, I can also tell them about the risks associated with gum disease, such 
as heart attacks and strokes. Early notification can help your doctor prevent either of these 
conditions from worsening. Be sure to see a dentist for a regular teeth cleaning appointment. 
You'll keep your teeth and mouth healthy, and you could also get an early diagnosis of some 
potentially serious, yet avoidable, health conditions.  

 



Cosmetic Dentistry – An Option to Consider 

 We all want to look and feel our best. If you've lost 
teeth or suffer from any kind of unsightly dental 
condition, you know just how difficult these things can 
be. It can be a great blow to your self-esteem when your 
teeth are not all they can be. I see people with all kinds 
of tooth problems on a regular basis at my [city] office 
located at [address], [zipcode]. My name is Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], I'm a leading dentist serving 
the [city] area, and it's my job to help my patients keep 
their teeth healthy and strong. Sometimes you can do 
everything you're supposed to do and still suffer from 
tooth loss. The good news for people who have had to 
deal with these types of issues is that cosmetic dentistry 
has grown by leaps and bounds in recent years. Tooth 

loss used to mean that you either dealt with not having a tooth or you got dentures. There simply 
were not a lot of options. Today, however, cosmetic dentistry has a few more things that can be 
done for people who have lost teeth. There are dental implants available that can replace a lost 
tooth. These implants look and feel like a real tooth and patients love the feeling they get from 
having one put in and being able to avoid dentures. This is just one procedure that cosmetic 
dentistry can help you with. There are also easier ways to fix crooked or uneven teeth, and some 
great new ways to whiten your teeth for a more attractive smile. 

 

All About Dentistry 

                                                                  What would you do today if you had time to do 
anything at all? I'm guessing that most of you didn't 
answer “go see the dentist.” That's not unusual; most 
people avoid going to see the dentist unless they have 
problems. For those of us in the dentistry field, that is a 
concern. Not so much that those who practice dentistry 
want to be first on your list of things to do. I'm a 
dentist, and have my office at [city], [state], and I'll 
admit that seeing the dentist is not on the top of my list 
for things to do in my spare time, but I do make time 
for it on a regular basis because I know how important 
skilled dentistry services are to my health and well-
being. Not only does seeing the dentist regularly keep 



your smile looking great and your mouth clean and healthy, it can also detect the early signs of 
other, more serious health issues.Taking care of your teeth is so important to your health that it's 
a shame more people don't take the time to do it. You can't get by on brushing and flossing alone. 
While these steps are important, there's more to dentistry than simply brushing twice a day. A 
skilled dentist such as me, Dr. [last_name], can help you when you have problems such as 
cavities or chipped teeth. Quite simply put, seeking skilled, professional dentistry services such 
as the ones that I offer at my office located at [address], [zipcode] is crucial if you want to stay 
healthy. 

 

Sedation Dentistry Can Help Alleviate Fears 

 We all have something that we are very 
afraid of. These fears vary from person to 
person, and can cause us a lot of problems. 
Many people have such a fear of going to see 
the dentist that it not only causes them 
inconvenience, it can also cause them some 
serious health problems down the road. I'm 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name]. With years of 
dental practice in the [city] area, I know how 
difficult it is for some people to get past their 

fears and get to see a dentist. The good news for people with this fear is the availability of 
doctors trained in sedation dentistry. This kind of dental service is perfect for people who just 
can't get past the anxiety of seeing a dentist to receive good care for their teeth. Sedation 
dentistry requires additional training for the dentist to deal with some of the techniques involved. 
A standard experience with sedation dentistry starts with a consultation. If a follow up visit is 
deemed necessary, the dentist will give medication to the patient. This medication is to be taken 
before the dental appointment. Patients will become very relaxed and free from their anxieties 
due to the medication. They will not be completely asleep, but they will be able to get their teeth 
examined and worked on without the fear and anxiety that they normally have. This is the perfect 
solution for people who can't get to the dentist any other way. 

 

 

 

 



Everything You Wanted to Know About Laser Dentistry 

 There've been a lot of great breakthroughs in recent years in the 
field of dentistry.  Like every other field of medical technology, 
dental care has seen some great things happen over the past few 
years.  I'm Dr. [first_name]  [last_name], and people ask me all 
the time about laser dentistry  services. Some people even 
picture high-tech science fiction laser guns and get a little 
intimidated.  There's really no reason to get intimidated about 

laser dentistry, in fact laser dentistry makes life easier on the patients and the job easier for the 
dentist. Some of the laser techniques that are commonly available make everyday procedures 
quicker and less painful for patients. Laser dentistry makes many common procedures much 
easier to perform.  For patients this is a big benefit. I know that no one wants to spend more time 
undergoing dental procedures than they have to. That's where laser dentistry can really benefit 
patients. Many dental procedures can be performed significantly faster than with traditional 
methods.  What's even better about laser dentistry techniques is the fact that recovery time is 
sped up for many dental procedures.  Laser dental techniques also make stitches unnecessary in 
many cases where they would have been previously required.  This is a big benefit for both the 
patients and dentists. To put it simply, laser dental techniques can make your next dental 
procedure easier to perform, and provide you with a much shorter recovery time. That's good 
news, no matter how you look at it. It's an awesome thing when breakthroughs in technology 
make life easier for people and take complicated procedures and make them less burdensome. 

 

What is General Dentistry?  

 We all know that we’re supposed to 
visit the dentist at least twice a year.  In 
fact, your parents probably told you 
this since you were a little child.  
Unfortunately most adults don't get a 
chance to visit the dentist every six 
months.  If you haven't been to the 
dentist in a while, it's important to find 

a dentist you can trust. My name is Dr. [first_name] [last_name], my office is located at 
[address] [city], [state].  I understand some people's apprehension about visiting the dentist, but it 
is really necessary for everyone in order to maintain good health.  That's right: regular dentist 
visits help keep your teeth and the rest of your body healthy. Some people get confused by the 
different types of dentists out there.  There's general dentistry, surgical dentistry and many other 
specialty fields.  So what is general dentistry? If you're familiar with doctors and the concept of a 



general practitioner, that same concept applies to general dentistry.  Chances are if you visited a 
dentist for most of your life that dentist is a general dentistry practitioner.  Most of your dental 
needs can be met by a general dentistry practitioner, though you may be referred to a specialist 
for some specific issues. No matter what your dental problems are, you should always start out 
with a dentist who is skilled in general dentistry. If you need additional dental care, a good 
dentist has all the resources necessary to point you in the right direction. I have seen thousands of 
patients at my [city] office and will be happy to assist you with any dental problems that you 
may have. 

 

Does Going to the Dentist Make You Nervous? 

 When you have been a dentist for a while, you get 
used to hearing people say that they are afraid or 
nervous about going to see the dentist.  This is a very 
common to hear, but it is usually unfounded. Dentistry 
today is more painless than ever before.  Nonetheless, 
there are still people that are just too nervous to visit 
their dentist. If you've got problems with anxiety, 
stress or fear, so much so that the thought of visiting 
the dentist makes your heart skip a beat, then sleep 
dentistry may be the way for you to go. The option to 
finally get quality dental care and to be free from fear 
at the same time is a very sweet deal for people who 

have had these fear issues for a long time. A sleep dentist like me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name] 
is specially qualified to deal with people who have serious anxiety or fear issues when visiting 
the dentist.  I am experienced and qualified to prescribe medication to patients that will help get 
rid of the fear.  You don't actually go to sleep when you visit us sleep dentist, but the medications 
that are administered help to keep you relaxed and free from all of your fears. Sleep dentistry 
allows people who put off going the dentist for years because of fear a chance to get their teeth 
checked and to brighten up their smile at last. The chance to finally visit a dentist and not be 
overwhelmed with fear is a welcome relief for so many people. It can allow people who have 
very serious dental problems to get the help that they really need. If you have any questions 
about sleep dentistry please feel free to give us a call.  I’ve treated thousands of patients at my 
[city] office and look forward to treating you.   

 

 



What You Need to Know About Pain-Free Dentistry 

 One of the most common questions asked in any type 
of medical office, including the dentist's office, is “is 
this going to hurt?” The truth is that most dental 
procedures result in very little or no pain at all. There 
are some people who are so paralyzed with fear at the 
thought of visiting the dentist that they don’t go for 
years at a time. My name is Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name], and my office is located at [address] 
[city] [state]; I help people get healthy teeth and 
beautiful smiles. Actually there are dentists who can 
help people who are very reluctant to visit the dentist. 
Pain-free dentists are like a dream come true for 
people who need dental care but are just too worried 

or frightened by the idea of dental work. Pain-free dentists use a combination of medications and 
advanced relaxation techniques to help make dental procedures pain-free. The medication used is 
usually Nitrous Oxide, commonly known as laughing gas. This helps to alleviate worries and 
fears. The relaxation techniques can include breathing exercises and visualization techniques. 
The combination of these two factors results in pain-free dentistry for the patient. Most of my 
patients that visit my [city] office keep regular appointments with me as they are aware of pain-
free dentistry and are not afraid anymore. With all of advances in dentistry, there are options for 
everyone. Your dental health is so very important; you should never neglect it. Make the right 
decision. Visit me, Dr. [last_name] to discuss your dental problems. One thing to remember is 
that the fear of pain is usually worse than any pain you might experience. With pain-free 
dentistry, you are virtually guaranteed to feel no pain at all. 

 

Root Canal 

 There are few word combinations that cause fear 
and anxiety, like ‘root canal’.  Though this is a 
common dental procedure, it seems to make most 
people very nervous just think about it. Like most 
things related to the dentist, most of these fears are 
understandable, but really unfounded.  Today 
there are more types of pain methodology 
available for dentists to use than ever before.  If 
you've been diagnosed as being in need of a root 
canal, you may be a little bit worried, but there's 



no need to worry.  My name is Dr. [first_name] [last_name], and my dental office is located at 
[address] [city], [state]. Root canals are common part of my job and I treat many patients in my 
[city] office. Many people have suggested changing the name of the root canal because it has so 
many negative connotations for people. Unfortunately, if you change the name, you can't really 
change the process. At my [city] office I take care to perform every root canal with precision and 
care. I don't want any of my patients to be more uncomfortable than they have to be. My goal is 
always to alleviate pain whenever possible to make my patients' visit pleasant. While no dentist 
can promise an absolutely pain-free root canal, modern uses of medication and relaxation 
techniques can help to ease the burden and reduce the fear and pain.  The best advice anyone can 
give you when dealing with fear of pain at the dentist is to keep a relaxed and open mind. I, Dr. 
[last_name] am a professional and I have the expertise to help you get through these procedures 
with minimal pain and quick recovery times. I can help you with your root canal. Do not delay 
and take action today. 

 

Suffering From Bad Breath? A Dentist Can Help 

 You know, it's very common to be told that you have bad 
breath, but it can be a real blow to your self-esteem.  Now 
maybe it's just because you had garlic bread for lunch, but there 
could be more serious causes to your bad breath.  I'm dentist 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name], and believe it or not, questions 
about bad breath are very common for dentists to hear. What 
people don't know is that bad breath doesn't always indicate 
that someone does not brush their teeth or that they have a 
penchant for  garlicky foods. In fact, there are many potentially 
serious causes behind bad breath. Besides the possibility of 
serious problems, bad breath is just plain embarrassing. It is so 
awkward to have bad breath and to have to go into social 
situations. Many people don't know this, but even a small 
amount of tooth decay can cause some serious breath issues. 
This is just another reason why visiting me, Dr. [last_name] for 

a checkup and cleaning is so very important. Bad breath can actually be a blessing to some, in 
that the social stigma can force many people to finally make a dentist appointment. Don't let it 
get bad before you visit a dentist; it is something that everyone should do to avoid potential 
problems. One of the most common causes for bad breath is gingivitis.  Commonly known as 
gum disease, gingivitis can be a very serious indicator of underlying health problems, so if you 
have bad breath it's a good decision to visit my [city] office. If it's been a while since you've been 
to the dentist or if you don't have a regular dentist to visit, my office is located at [address], 
[city], [state]. 



Cosmetic Repairs for Your Teeth 

 Many people have an 
antiquated view of dentistry.  
There have been many 
advances in recent years in 
cosmetic repairs and other 
dental techniques that are 
commonly used.  Things have 
changed a lot in recent years, 
and if you haven't been to see 
a dentist, then you're in for 
some very pleasant surprises. 

I'm Dr. [first_name] [last_name], my office is located at [address], [city]. I can help you make 
the right decisions for your dental needs. If you've been struggling about what to do about 
crooked teeth, missing teeth or virtually any problem that might require cosmetic or conventional 
dental assistance, I am here to help you. Simply give my office a call at [phone] to set up an 
appointment for an initial consultation. Together we can come up with the best cosmetic repairs 
for you. There are a lot of people who come into my [city] office on a daily basis asking about 
cosmetic repairs.  These people are usually pleasantly surprised when they find out how many 
cosmetic repair techniques are commonly available.  You can have your teeth straightened with 
designer braces.  You can have whitening procedures done.  And there's a whole host of other 
cosmetic repairs that are available. The chances are if you are not happy about your teeth, there 
are cosmetic procedures available that can alleviate whatever that problem is. Many people have 
felt helpless over the years because they have crooked teeth, gaps between their teeth or missing 
teeth.  There are cosmetic repairs available for all of these conditions, and I, Dr. [last_name] can 
help you. The field of cosmetic dentistry has grown by leaps and bounds over the years and there 
is something to fix nearly every situation. 

 

What You Need to Know About Gingivitis or Gum Disease 

 For a long time only dentists were aware of the 
condition called gingivitis.  Thanks to a plethora of 
toothpaste commercials in recent years, it seems that 
everyone is now aware of this condition. Gingivitis is 
not to be taken lightly.  This degradation of the gums 
can be an indication of more serious underlying 
health problems. I am Dr. [first_name] [last_name] 
and I’ve see hundreds of people in my [city] office 



suffering from gingivitis and often don't even know that they have it. One telltale sign of 
gingivitis is receding gum lines. If you've noticed that your gums are receding and you haven't 
been to the dentist in a while, it makes sense to visit a dentist as soon as possible. If you live in 
the [city] area, you can drop by my office at [address], [zipcode], I’d be happy to assist you. A 
regular dental appointment not only stops tooth loss caused by decay, it also stops tooth loss 
related to gingivitis. As the gums become more diseased and weakened, tooth loss is inevitable. 
There are things that can be done to stop gingivitis, but you have to go see a dentist as soon as 
possible. So if you want to keep all your teeth and have noticed receding gums, get to the dentist 
soon. You may not know this, but gingivitis can be an indicator that a person may suffer from a 
stroke or heart attack in the near future.  My job as a dentist is to keep people healthy.  This 
doesn't just stop with your teeth. 

 

DMJ – Jaw Pain Problems 

 If you've been suffering from jaw pain, you're not alone.  Many 
times this condition is referred to as TMJ – short for 
temporomandibular joint.  This kind of pain is more common 
than you might think.  Unfortunately, so many people suffer 
and continue to suffer with serious jaw pain, but never take any 
steps to get their TMJ pain taken care of. I'm Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name], and it's not unusual at all for patients who suffer 
from this jaw pain to go years without ever letting anyone know 
that they are suffering.  Don't keep any kind of mouth or jaw 
pain from your dentist.  There can be some very serious 

underlying conditions that could be causing your pain.  If you have TMJ or jaw pain, there are 
ways to relieve the pain that are easier than you might think. There is no good reason to suffer 
from the pain associated with TMJ. A trip to see me at my office, located at [address], [city], 
[state], could be the start of a pain-free future for you. Think about how great it would be to live 
without that constant pain. You'll never know how easy it is to cure until you come in for a 
diagnosis. Don't spend another day dealing with the pain of TMJ; there is help available. 
Remember that I, Dr. [last_name] am not just concerned with cleaning your teeth, even though 
that is very important.  Part of my job is to look for other mouth conditions that cause patients 
pain or discomfort. 

 

 

 



Dealing With Tooth Decay 

 Everyone knows you're supposed to visit your 
dentist twice a year to get your teeth cleaned and 
to get your mouth examined.  This isn't just for the 
dentist's sake; regular visits to your dentist can 
help stop painful problems in the future.  If you've 
ever had a toothache before, you know how bad 
they can get.  Don't wait until you have a bad 
toothache to make an appointment to me today. 
My name is Dr. [first_name] [last_name] and my 
office is located at [address], [city], [state]. Tooth 

decay can cause some serious pain and can wreck an otherwise beautiful smile.  Don't let tooth 
decay take root. Stop it before it gets too far, or better yet, avoid it altogether. I’ve helped 
thousands of my patients at my [city] office with tooth decay problems, I can help you as well. A 
toothbrush just can't replace going to the dentist, no matter how many times you brush. One great 
benefit of seeing the dentist is the fact that we can even spot problems caused by incorrect 
brushing. So if you rely on brushing your teeth for dental health, you still need to see a dentist 
too. It's very important a brush your teeth at least twice a day, and don't forget to floss too.  
Taking these good, precautionary measures is not enough to really keep your teeth as healthy as 
they can be.  To really fight against tooth decay it's important to visit your dentist and get regular 
cleanings.  If you're searching for a dentist, remember, my name is Dr. [first_name] [last_name], 
and I serve the [city] area. 

 

Restorative Dentistry 

 Is your smile being affected by the condition of your 
teeth and gums?  Do not worry; you are not the only 
one. There are plenty of people who have problems 
with their teeth, and I can help all of you. You can 
contact me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name] for restorative 
dentistry. I am a leading dental specialist in [city], 
[state].  I can diagnosis the severity of your 
condition.Did you know that with restorative dentistry, 
you can fix damaged teeth, tissues and gums that have 
been infected?  Are these problems preventing you 
from smiling? Then, you should know that restorative 
dentistry is your solution. Having restorative dental 
treatment done on your teeth, will improve your overall 



dental health! There are many different types of restorative dentistry procedures.  Contacting me 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name] at [address], [city], [state] can start you on the path to recovery.  At 
my [city] office you can relax and know that you are being taken care of. Being able to smile and 
not feel uncomfortable with your teeth is simply great.  Having restorative dentistry care will not 
be an instant fix, however the time it takes to repair the broken teeth and treat your infected gums 
will be worth the wait. If your smile is holding you back and causing you to withdraw, then I 
recommend contacting me Dr. [last_name] to start on your restorative dental treatment.  
Restoring the health of your teeth is the best dental decision you can make. When the restorative 
treatments are finished, you will walk out the dentist office with a smile that says “I’ve had 
restorative dental work done, so should you”. 

 

Aesthetic Dentistry 

 Looking to improve the sparkle 
in your smile?  Need a cracked 
tooth fixed?  Did you know that 
there is a solution for you?  You 
don’t have to hide behind a closed 
mouth because of your chipped 
tooth.  Aesthetic or cosmetic 
dental treatments are available 
that can help you. If you live in 

[city], [state], come and see me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name], I can help you bring that sparkle 
back to your smile. There are many patients that I see on a regular basis at my [city] office. 
Fixing a cracked tooth, taking care of discolored teeth, getting rid of the uneven spacing between 
your teeth and many other dental problems is what I, Dr. [last_name] specialize in. Aesthetic 
dentistry is the solution for you, and I can help you at my [city] office. Don’t be embarrassed 
because of your dental problems. There are many people who have dental problems just like you. 
You can come in to my office that is located at [address], [city], [state], and receive the right 
aesthetic solution. I understand the embarrassment that you are going through when you look in 
the mirror and have that one tooth that is stained or discolored, or probably chipped. I treat these 
types of cosmetic flaws and much more at my office in [city], [state].  I specialize in aesthetic 
dentistry solutions and can assure you a perfect set of pearly whites! You don’t have to shy away 
just because you don’t have the perfect set of teeth. 

 

 



Implant Dentistry 

 Losing a tooth can be devastating for many people.  In 
fact, many people have lost their teeth due to disease, 
injury or just every day wear.  Is this you?  Have you lost 
your confidence because you have a tooth missing?  If 
so, you are not alone.  I see many patients who have 
needed implants at my dentist office located at [city], 
[state]. Those facial changes due to missing teeth are not 
a lifetime embarrassment.  You no longer have to live 
with is as you now have implant dentistry to assist you. 

Implants are a great solution to missing teeth, and I, Dr. [first_name] [last_name] specialize in 
implant dentistry. I’ve handled many cases of tooth implants at my [city] office, and I am 
confident I can help you. Are you worried about implants and whether they will be noticeable? 
Do not worry, this is what I specialize in. When I work on your tooth implants, your teeth will 
look natural and no one will be able to tell the difference. You will walk out of my dentistry 
office with a new smile that looks natural and feels real. Implant dentistry is a solution to many 
people who have missing teeth. If you or anyone in your family need some assistance with dental 
implants, visit my office at [address], [zipcode]. You can also call my office at [phone] to make 
an appointment. Don’t be embarrassed with having a missing tooth, implant dentistry is one of 
the best solutions for you. 

 

Child Dentistry 

 Need to take your child to a kid-friendly dentist?  Looking for 
a dentist who knows how to calm the nerves of a child who is 
new to dentistry?  If you answered “yes” to any of these 
questions and live in [city], [state], contact me, Dr.[first_name] 
[last_name] to schedule an appointment. Many children are 
nervous about the unknown and especially when it comes to 
tools and gadgets entering their mouth.  Children need an 
environment that makes them feel comfortable about having 
something done to their teeth.  The environment at my [city] 
office located at [address], [zipcode] makes kids comfortable 

and at ease. Having the necessary kid friendly furniture and reading material allows parents to 
relax and they are able to control their children better while at the dentist. As a parent, even 
though you may feel that your child has perfect teeth, it is important to take your children to a 
dentist for a routine checkup. This way, you can make sure your child’s dental health is on the 
right track. Visiting a child dentistry practice should not be a stressful event for you or your 



child.  If you are looking to have a dentist who can take care of your specific dental needs as well 
as the dental needs of your child and you live in  [city], [state], please stop in and see me Dr. 
[last_name]. You would probably have many questions about your child’s dental health, and 
getting the right answers is important. I can provide you with all the answers you need to know 
at my office [city] [state]. Your child’s dental health is important and you surely need a 
professional dentist that can meet the needs of your growing child. 

 

Painless Dentistry 

 When you think of the dentist, do you relate it to enduring pain?  Do you 
want to have a painless dentistry experience?  If you answered yes to 
either of these questions, then I can help you.  Having a painless 
experience is important to me, Dr. [last_name].  As one of the top dentists 
in [city], I want my patients to feel comfortable when they come in for any 
dental procedures to my office. Many new innovative and alternative 
options offered today help you as the patient to have a painless dentistry 
experience.  There was a time when an individual visited the local dentist 
and pain was a part of their dental appointment.  This isn’t the case 
anymore. With modern techniques and equipment, it is now possible to 

have a pain-free experience when you come into my office. Now, if you’re sitting in the waiting 
room, waiting for my appointment, you can relax – as there’s no pain. I’ve treated plenty of 
patients in my [city] office. No more do I get complaints of pain, all thanks to painless dentistry. 
Understanding each procedure and knowing the steps that are going to be taken will eliminate 
the tension and stress that come with your dental appointment.  A regular dental checkup is a 
must so that you can ensure that your dental health is in order. Schedule a visit with me, Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], in my [city] office, I will take care of any dental problems that you 
may have. Dental procedures should not be mysterious to patients, and I make it a point to 
discuss all available options with my patients. 

 

Affordable Dentistry 

 While you may think that dentistry today has become rather 
expensive, you will be surprised to know that there are places that 
still quite affordable for the average household.  Are you grinning 
and bearing a toothache because there you do not have the funds 
to pay for a dental appointment? If so, please take the time to 
contact me, Dr. [last_name].  My office located at [address] 



[zipcode] has affordable dental services and can definitely work something out to treat your 
dental woes. Dentistry can be very affordable if don’t delay your routine dental checkups.  The 
longer you wait to discuss your dental pain or other dental problems, the more expensive it can 
become.  When visiting our office at [address], [city], [state], we will take the time to evaluate all 
your dentistry needs and guarantee to offer you an affordable price. Stop procrastinating over 
your mild dental problem now and keep your dental appointments affordable by ensuring that 
more serious dental problems don’t develop. In my [city] office, I have been able to assist and 
help out many families. I can help you and your family as well. You should know that as the 
leading dentist in [city], I, Dr. [first_name] [last_name] am committed to doing quality dentistry 
work.  I want my patients to experience quality dental work and feel comfortable knowing that 
they are getting quality at affordable prices. When you walk into my [city] office you will feel 
confident and re-assured that this is an affordable dentist office that cares about your dental 
needs and will always provide you the highest quality of work. You don’t need to hesitate or wait 
until that bonus comes through to have dental work done because it is now affordable.  If you 
live in [city], [state], stop in and visit us today. 

 

Veneer Dentistry 

 Tired of looking at your discolored teeth?  Want 
to improve your pearly whites?  If these 
questions have you nodding your head in a yes, 
then getting dental veneers may be the answer 
for you.Dental veneers can be a great help, as 
with this process a porcelain shell is applied over 
your teeth thus improves your overall 
appearance.  I am Dr. [last_name], [first_name] 
and if you live in [city], [state] and need some 

dental veneers applied, come visit my office. Veneers are a great innovation in dentistry today.  
Many people like yourself are looking for a solution to their chipped, broken, discolored and 
uneven teeth.  They want to improve their appearance and feel self-assured when they smile or 
laugh.  My office is located at [address], [city], [state], and when you drop by, I can check your 
teeth and decide if dental veneers is your solution. Cosmetic dentistry has come a long way in 
helping people with their dental needs.  I, Dr. [last_name], have helped many individuals like 
yourself achieve more confidence in their appearance by giving taking care of their dental 
problems. The first step to getting your veneers is a desire to change the appearance of your 
teeth.  You will need to contact me, Dr. [last_name], at my [city] office and obtain an initial 
consultation to discuss the complete process of getting veneers. Change the look of your teeth 
and restore your confidence by scheduling an appointment to receive your new veneers.  My 
dentistry office would be glad to answer all your questions and concerns about getting veneers.  



Call [phone] and schedule your appointment today. As I said before, you won’t be disappointed. 
I’ve treated thousands of patients successfully. So, what are you waiting for? 

 

Gentle Dentistry 

 Are you looking for a dentist who is efficient and gentle?  
Do you want to find a dentist who is patient and has 
patience with your anxieties?  If you answered yes and live 
in [city], [state], please come in and visit me, Dr. 
[last_name].  I pride myself on creating an environment 
that welcomes new patients and brings comfort to existing 
ones. Keeping a gentle and calm environment allows 
patients like yourself to feel comfortable and to ease any 
tension that you may feel when you visit a dentistry office.  
I, Dr. [last_name] want to welcome you to visit my office 

and experience a dentistry office that knows how to be professional and yet gentle and sensitive 
enough to meet the needs of families and individuals alike. When you walk into my [city] office, 
you will notice that all the furniture and décor has been designed to make my patients feel 
comfortable and at ease. After all, there are too many dentistry offices out there that are plain, 
sterile and make patients feel uneasy. Having staff on hand to answer questions or to give out 
additional literature on the various dental procedures helps to keep you informed.  You are 
assured of all this and more at my office located at [address] [zipcode]. Take the time to evaluate 
the environment of the dentistry office you where want to become a patient.  Identify whether the 
office makes you comfortable and at ease.  Ask questions to see how receptive the staff is.  These 
are all features that you will find in my [city] office and I guarantee to you this. Don’t just take 
my word for it, come on in and visit my gentle dentistry office today at [address], [city], [state]. 

 

Dental Treatment 

 Finding a general dentistry office that provides multiple 
treatments can be time consuming and even difficult.  However, 
looking for that dentistry office that suits your individual or family 
dental needs is important.  Dental care for your teeth is vital and 
you need to find a dental office that is efficient, highly skilled and 
handles various dental treatments. There are some full service 
dental offices that offer basic routine checkups to fitting and 
putting on implants or veneers.  My office located in [city], [state] 



currently offers a variety of treatment specialties. There are so many different treatments for your 
dental needs.  Taking the time to assess the right treatment with your dentist is very crucial.  You 
want to be well informed about the various dental treatments, and therefore you need to make the 
time to set up an initial consultation with me, Dr. [last_name]. I always talk to my new patients 
about what types of treatments they were receiving at their last dentistry office as well as what 
they are expecting to receive at my office.  I do this so that I get a little background on my 
patients as well as to ensure that they receive the right treatment. Contact me, Dr.[first_name] 
[last_name] at my [city] office and schedule an appointment.  I’ve treated a myriad of different 
patients with different dental problems, and I know I can help you. Become a new patient with us 
today and learn more about the treatments that we offer by calling us at [phone].  We are looking 
forward to your visit at our dental office located at [address], [city], [state]. 

 

Bridge Dentistry 

 Having a hard time chewing?  Is missing a few 
teeth altering your facial structure?  Then you may 
benefit from getting a bridge at my dental office.  
Getting a bridge can be the answer to your dental 
problems. Many people have gone on for long 
periods of time with missing teeth and felt 
embarrassed because they talk funny without their 
teeth.  This doesn’t have to happen to you anymore; 
just contact me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name], at my 
office in [city], [state]. I am a leading dentist in 
[city] and specialize in restoring your ability to 

chew and speak properly by giving you a bridge.  I am able to redistribute the intensity of your 
bite by replacing the missing teeth with a bridge and have done so for many patients. After 
replacing the gap in your mouth with a bridge, you can expect to smile bigger and more 
comfortably.  There will be a new confidence in talking with your friends and colleagues as your 
speech will improve from the bridge.  You won’t struggle anymore to chew your food or bite 
down properly. At my [city] office, we are proud help you. With loads of experience, we are 
confident that we’ll take care of your problem. Contact us today to schedule an appointment at 
[phone]. There is more than one type of dental bridge.  You will first, want to come in for a 
consultation to see which bridge method is best for your mouth.  We are conveniently located at 
[address], [city], [state]. Regain your confidence and restore your speech with a new bridge.  My 
office would be glad to answer any questions that you may have concerning a bridge. Again, call 
me, Dr. [last_name], so I can literally bridge the gap in your mouth today. 

 



Sports Dentistry 

 Many athletes have lost their teeth due to injuries while playing 
their favorite sport. Losing a tooth can be devastating for many 
athletes.  Is this you?  Have you lost your confidence because your 
smile was affected by a sports injury?  If so, you are not alone.  I 
am Dr. [last_name] [first_name] and I’ve seen many athletes that 
needed restorative care due to a tooth loss. Some athletes have 
ordered custom mouth guards at my sports dentistry office located 
in [city], [state]. The potential facial changes that can happen due 
a missing tooth don’t have to be a lifetime embarrassment.  You 
no longer have to deal with a missing tooth or two because sports 
dentistry can now provide tooth loss preventive methods.  Dealing 
with a painful injury to the mouth while playing your favorite 
sport, is now a thing of the past, just call me, Dr. [last_name] at 
[phone]. Are you worried about being injured while on the field 

and whether you can receive immediate dental assistance? Don’t worry anymore about getting 
sports dentistry work done.  We are available on the scene and make fast and efficient 
examinations on the scene of the injury.  I have state-of-the art mouth guards at my office located 
in [city], [state].  We’ll take care of you, and you will walk out of my dental office with a smile 
of confidence. Customizing mouth guards is a common procedure that I do often and I have 
helped plenty of athletes. I will answer all types of questions you may have concerning sports 
dentistry. The latest sports dentistry procedures can improve your smile and confidence on the 
field. My [city] office is equipped with all the latest equipment and I have the expertise in 
dealing with all these equipment and the latest dental procedures. 

 

Green Dentistry 

 Are you concerned about conservation and the environment?  Is 
recycling something that is part of your life? Are you always on 
the lookout for a green service? Then my green dentistry service 
is the eco-friendly dentistry service that you’ve been looking for. 
If you like the idea of eco-friendly dental solutions then call me, 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name].  As a leading dental service located 
in  [city], [state], we take pride in being a green dentistry. We 
have kept up with times, and make our regular contribution to the 
environment by following green practices in my dental office 
located at [address], [city].  By saving water, using recyclable 

products as well as trying to use less energy, we try to keep our dental service as green as 



possible. Green dentistry is a relatively new idea that has become more popular in the last couple 
of years.  My [city] office that is located at [address], [zipcode] does its best to follow green, 
eco-friendly practices. Many of my patients appreciate this endeavor of ours and give us 
complete support. Some of our green dentistry practices include: using less water, switching to 
digital radiography, recycling. Digital radiography uses less energy than older techniques. 
Support these green dentistry eco-friendly solutions by scheduling an appointment with my 
office today at [phone].  Going green does not mean that your actual dental treatment will be 
different in any way. You are always assured of top quality service and treatment in my [city] 
office. In fact, I use the latest and most advanced procedures to ensure that my patients are 
comfortable and at ease. Join the eco dentistry movement and become a part of the transition to 
becoming a completely green dentistry practice.  Don’t miss out on scheduling that appointment. 

 

Kids Dentistry 

 Looking for a kid-friendly dental service?  Are you 
on the lookout for a dentist that understands how to 
deal with antsy children?  Are you looking for a 
dental office that has an environment that welcomes 
the family?  Look no further! Come and visit me, 
Dr. [last_name] at my office located at [city], 
[state]. I’ve been treating kids for so many years 
now that I totally understand their needs as well as 
the needs of parents. There is nothing that can 
replace that relaxed and friendly environment when 

you need to bring your nervous kid into the dentistry office.  My office is designed in such a way 
that it has a calming effect on kids. Moreover, my staff is trained to deal with kids and make 
them feel at ease. When you walk into my [city] office, you will find furniture that is age and 
size appropriate for small to teenage kids.  Creating an environment where kids can feel 
supported and comfortable is what we strive for. We are an office that welcomes all kids.   Are 
you ready to become our new patient?  Allow us to serve you and your family. We guarantee you 
that your kid’s dental health is safe in our hands. Our office located at [address], [city], [state]. 
Dinosaur Band-Aids, bright colored tooth brushes, small tubes of toothpaste, and colorful 
bandages are ready at hand to distract kids and make them feel comfortable and excited. Feel 
free to ask my professional team of staff any questions or concerns you may have concerning 
your kids’ dental and oral health services. Our office is located at [address], [zipcode] and 
contact number is: [phone]. Bring your child in to see me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name]. 

 



Special Needs Dentistry 

 Looking for a dental service that has the sensitivity and 
expertise to serve people with special needs?  Concerned 
about a dental office being equipped for the special needs 
of individuals? If you’ve answered yes to any of these 
questions and live in [city],  [state], then come and see me, 
Dr. [first_name] [last_name]. My office specializes in 
assisting those with special needs and making the 
appropriate accommodations for them.  As a leading dental 

surgeon in [city], I pride myself in being sensitive to special needs and making sure that 
everyone in my office is served equally. Not only is our office furniture arranged to 
accommodate special needs, but we have invested in the latest dentistry chairs and technology. 
This has ensured that any patient that visits my office is comfortable and at ease. Even people 
with special needs, have to maintain oral hygiene. Having someone they can trust and rely on is 
important. I have treated many patients with special needs in my [city] office and have them as 
regular patients now. My staff is professionally trained to work alongside me in serving those 
with special needs.  Come by our conveniently located office at [address], [city], [state]. Make an 
appointment with us, and you will see what we’re talking about. Let us ease your anxiety about 
finding a dental service that can serve those with special needs. Are you still contemplating about 
visiting my dental office?  Still have unanswered questions?  Well, bring those questions into my 
office and I will answer them all and put you at ease.   

 

Advanced Dentistry 

 Finding dentistry services that you can rely on is 
important.  You need to have a dentist whom you feel 
comfortable going to. A lot of people are afraid of going to 
the dentist, which is understandable. They associate the 
dentist with pain. However, today things are different, and 
with painless dentistry treatments, you do not need to be 
afraid to see a dentist anymore. I am Dr. [last_name] 
[first_name]. As one of the leading dentists in [city], [state], 
I have plenty of experience and expertise in dealing with all 
sorts of dental problems.  The services that are provided at 

my [city] office include basic oral maintenance and preventative care, and various other 
customized treatments. If you live in [city], and are looking for a trustworthy dentist, then you 
must drop by to see me at my office located at [address], [zipcode].  I’ve treated plenty of 
families for their dental woes and can certainly help you and your family. At my [city] office, we 



can assist you in developing a customizable dental hygiene plan. My professional staff will help 
you with any questions that you may have. Our services are customized to meet your individual 
dental needs.  If you live near [city], [state], stop in and make an appointment with me, Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name].  I look forward to serving you soon. Do not ignore any dental problems 
you may have for fear of visiting the dentist. With today’s technology, you will find that visiting 
the dentist is not how it used to be and you won’t feel much pain. I have been running my 
dentistry practice for many years and have learned that friendliness goes a long way when 
dealing with patients. 

 

Dentistry Services 

 Finding dentistry services that you can rely on is 
important.  You need to have a dentist whom you feel 
comfortable going to. A lot of people are afraid of going 
to the dentist, which is understandable. They associate 
the dentist with pain. However, today things are 
different, and with painless dentistry treatments, you do 
not need to be afraid to see a dentist anymore. I am Dr. 
[last_name] [first_name]. As one of the leading dentists 
in [city], [state], I have plenty of experience and 
expertise in dealing with all sorts of dental problems.  

The services that are provided at my [city] office include basic oral maintenance and 
preventative care, and various other customized treatments. If you live in [city], and are looking 
for a trustworthy dentist, then you must drop by to see me at my office located at [address], 
[zipcode].  I’ve treated plenty of families for their dental woes and can certainly help you and 
your family. At my [city] office, we can assist you in developing a customizable dental hygiene 
plan. My professional staff will help you with any questions that you may have. Our services are 
customized to meet your individual dental needs.  If you live near [city], [state], stop in and make 
an appointment with me, Dr. [first_name] [last_name].  I look forward to serving you soon. Do 
not ignore any dental problems you may have for fear of visiting the dentist. With today’s 
technology, you will find that visiting the dentist is not how it used to be and you won’t feel 
much pain. I have been running my dentistry practice for many years and have learned that 
friendliness goes a long way when dealing with patients. 

 

 

 



Composite Dental Restoration 

 Do you have too many dental cavities and looking to have 
your teeth restored to its former glory? Are you looking for a 
skilled dentist where you can have your teeth restored? Then 
stop in and see me, Dr. [last_name] at my office at [city]. 
Your dental hygiene is very important and you want to make 
sure that  everything is fine with your teeth at all times. If 
you need some fillings to be done then composite dental 
restoration is one of the possibilities that would be suitable 
for your condition. I have all the latest equipment in my 
office that is located at [address], [zipcode], and can 
guarantee that your visit to me, will be pleasant and 
comfortable. All your dental hygiene needs, will be taken 

care of. I have been providing composite dental restoration and general dentistry for several 
years now, and have treated plenty of patients at my [city] office. Don’t be indecisive; make the 
decision to call today to my office at [phone].  You will enjoy a dentist who can relate to your 
dental needs from basic oral cleaning to restoring and replacement of missing teeth. My staff and 
I take pride in providing excellent service and specialized dental treatments to keep your teeth in 
top order.  As we work to improve your smile, we welcome you let us know if you have any 
questions or clarifications on your dental treatment or procedure. If you put off going to the 
dentist, you can land up in a lot of problems. So, make the right decision and make an 
appointment at my [city] office. 

 

Periodontics & Restorative Dentistry  

 Are your gums sensitive?  Do your gums bleed when you brush your 
teeth?  If you are facing any of these problems, you may have to visit a 
periodontist immediately. As a dental specialist in [city], [state], I, Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], have had additional specialty training in 
diagnosing, preventing and treating gum diseases. In addition, I also have 
experience and skills in restorative and cosmetic dentistry. Your oral 
health is important, and if you are having problems with your gums, you 
must act now. Do not wait for the problem to escalate. My office is 
located at [address], [zipcode], come and visit me so that I can take care 
of your gum problems. Have you recently been noticing some sensitivity 
where your gums connect to your teeth?  This is your mouth telling you 
to visit me, Dr. [last_name], to have your teeth and gums checked out. 

Visiting me can prevent your gum and dental problems from increasing and causing tooth loss.  



The natural response to having dental problems is avoidance, until the condition is unbearable.  
This approach is not only unhealthy but can worsen your dental problems. Skilled and trained in 
periodontics as well as restorative dentistry, I am confident I can take care of your dental needs 
as I have done to thousands of patients who have visited me at my [city] office. Are you still 
unsure about setting an appointment?  Are you wondering if you really need to come in?  Well, if 
you are experiencing gum sensitivity, soreness while brushing, or bleeding of the gums then rest 
assured, you are on the right track. Trust your instincts and come visit me at [address], [zipcode]. 

 

Aesthetic & Restorative Dentistry 

 If you are suffering from damaged or 
diseased teeth, you do not need to do so 
any longer. Aesthetic and restorative 
dentistry may be an option worth looking 
at. I am Dr. [first_name] [last_name]. As 
the leading dentist in [city], [state], I can 
help you with any dental problems that you 
may have. Thanks to the latest technology, 
there are many procedures and techniques 
that may prove to be useful to solve your 
specific dental problem. In my office 

located at [address], [zipcode], I have treated many patients suffering from various dental 
problems, and I can help you as well, no matter what your dental problem may be. If you are 
unsure of what type of aesthetic or restorative dentistry procedure is right for you, you can still 
stop by my [city] office and I can spend time with you and discuss the various options that would 
be right for your situation. Each person is unique and their problems are unique as well. It is 
obvious that a dental treatment that is suitable for one person may not be suitable for you. I can 
come up with a customized aesthetic treatment plan just for you. I have been practicing aesthetic 
dentistry for many years and have learned that friendliness as well as expertise will go a long 
way when dealing with patients.  Don’t just take my word for it, come on in and visit my 
dentistry office today at [address], [city], [state]. With years of experience in aesthetic and 
restorative dentistry, no procedure is too complicated for me. Rest assured that you will be in 
good hands.  Whether you need dental crowns, dental implants or just a simple teeth whitening 
procedure done, I can help you. 

 

 



Family & Cosmetic Dentistry 

 A dental office where you can relax and wait for your 
scheduled appointment without any stress is a place 
where you would feel comfortable taking your family 
for their dental problems.  Are you looking for such a 
dental office? If you live in [city], [state], then stop in 
and see me, Dr.  [last_name]. My office located at 
[address], [zipcode], I provide you and your family 
quality dental care. If you want to schedule an 
appointment for yourself or any of your family 
members, contact [phone]. My goal is to provide you 
and your family with the best dental treatment possible. 

In my [city] office, I’ve treated numerous patients and their families. I am committed to giving 
every patient a “personal touch” in all aspects of their dental appointment. In my office, you will 
comfortable and ease. You won’t feel as if you’re a new patient – my staff will ensure that you 
are made comfortable and answer any questions that you may have. Don’t hesitate, make the call 
to my [city] office at [phone].  Your family will enjoy a dentist who can relate to each family 
member’s dental needs from basic oral cleaning to restoring and replacement of missing teeth. If 
your anxious that your kids will not want to come to the dentist for fear of pain, let me assure 
you that today with so much of technology and modern devices, you can hardly feel any pain at 
all. It won’t be a painful experience, and once they come and visit me, you will see that they 
won’t make a fuss for their regular appointments the next time. 

 

Dental Implantology 

 Are you tired of the gaps in your teeth?  Having a hard time 
biting or chewing your food?  Want to smile without being 
conscious of the wide space between your teeth? Do not 
worry, you are not alone. There are plenty of people 
suffering from similar dental problems. The good news is 
that there are solutions. Dental implants could be the answer 
for your dental problems. My name is Dr. [first_name] 
[last_name] and I am a leading dentist in [city], [state]. As a 
leading dentist in [city] for many years now, I have 
tremendous experience in dealing with dental problems of 
all sorts and I specialize in implantology. If you have a gap 

between your teeth or you’re missing a tooth, a dental implant can help you. Essentially, a dental 
implant is an artificial tooth root that is used to help in dental restorations. Once you’re done 



with the dental implant process, you won’t even be able to tell that you got your teeth fixed. It 
looks natural and will restore any dental imperfections that you may have had previously. 
Imagine being able to smile without being conscious of any teeth imperfections. Wouldn’t that 
be great? And guess what, all this is within your reach. Once you are done with your dental 
implant treatment, you will no longer need to close your mouth to smile or simply give a 
pleasing nod.  With your restored mouth, you can laugh and smile everywhere you go. 
Implantology is an innovative dental procedure that can help restore your pearly whites. This 
dental procedure is your answer to a possible lifetime of embarrassment and hiding behind a 
closed mouth. 

 

Reconstructive Dentistry 

 Do you have several dental issues that need you need 
help with? Do you have broken teeth or crooked 
teeth? Then reconstructive dentistry is for you.  This 
extensive and innovative procedure can be the answer 
to all your dental problems. My name is Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name] and I specialize in 
reconstructive dentistry.  I can be of assistance to you 
through my extensive specialized dentistry skills and 
expertise.  I have treated many patients in my [city] 
office and can take care of your dental problems as 

well. A lot of people have inherent dental problems, and some have problems on the way. An 
accident or unfortunate incident can cause injury to their teeth. Broken or chipped teeth are often 
major problems that people have to deal with. If you have some dental problems from birth or 
damaged your teeth in an accident, I can help you at my office located at [address], [zipcode]. 
While some people have reconstructive dentistry done for aesthetic reasons, many people do it 
for medical problems, such as not being able to chew or bite properly. Thanks to modern 
technology and equipment, reconstructive dentistry is the solution for many people. And it can 
be the solution for you as well. You do not have to hide anymore because you’re embarrassed of 
your crooked or broken teeth. Visit my office for an initial consultation and we can go over the 
options of the reconstructive treatment that is right for your situation. You can also call [phone] 
to set up an appointment at my [city] office. Why delay when you have solutions and options? 
And if you are concerned of visiting the dentist thinking of the pain, then let me reassure you that 
now with so many new techniques and practices, your dental experience will be practically pain-
free. 

 



Looking for Pediatric Dentistry for Your Children? 

 If there's one thing I know for sure it's that going to the 
dentist is not most kids' idea of a good time. I'm Dr. 
[first_name] [last_name], and I know that kids don't look 
forward to coming to see us dentists, but it doesn't have to be 
a hard time for them. In fact at my office that is located at 
[address], [city], [state],  we work hard to make sure that your 
kids will not dread going to see  the dentist. People tend to 
compartmentalize the dental health of their children from 
other healthcare options. You child's dental health can have a 
significant impact on their overall health. That's why seeking 
out the best pediatric dentistry is key to raising healthy, happy 

kids. If you're looking for a dentist to take care of your kids teeth, call my [city] office at [phone] 
to set up an appointment for a consultation. I will give your kids the best dental care available in 
a caring professional atmosphere. You probably spend a lot of time making sure that your kids 
eat right. This is very important when it comes to keeping their teeth healthy and strong. But we 
all know that kids love to eat sugary foods. Those foods can have some adverse effects on little 
ones. Sometimes even your best efforts to brush their teeth after meals can be difficult. That's 
why regular visits to the dentist are so important. We can catch most problems before they turn 
into serious tooth decay. Do not hesitate and let little problems for your little ones turn into 
serious tooth decay issues. 

 


